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The 2008 International Conference on Climate Change, which was held at the Marriott Marquise Hotel in New York City,
concluded Tuesday. It got very little coverage in the dinosaur press, even though it was a gathering of some of the most
prestigious and most learned experts on climatology from around the world.
The conference didn&rsquo;t attract much attention from the dieing dinosaur media because it didn&rsquo;t have any of
the falderal that attracts the &ldquo;journalists&rdquo; and management of faltering old media. Plus, the scientists
presented facts and scientific research that debunks the global warming hoax the dinosaur media helped create and is
invested in perpetuating.

Rather than speeches and fear mongering propaganda films from a hack politician turned huckster, or outlandish
suggestions from a geneticist turned broadcaster, the conference presented science from some of world's leading
climatologists and scientists in related fields, along with world renowned economists, and policy analysts.

Instead of David Suzuki, who isn&rsquo;t a climatologist, he&rsquo;s a geneticist turned broadcaster, and one of the
leaders in spreading the global warming hoax, calling for jailing politicians who don&rsquo;t participate in the hysteria or
fall for the hoax, (Last month at a conference in Canada, Suzuki said: "What I would challenge you to do is to put a lot of
effort into trying to see whether there's a legal way of throwing our so-called leaders into jail because what they're doing
is a criminal act."), the conference heard from people like Patrick J. Michaels, PhD, Research Professor of Environmental
Science, University of Virginia, Robert Balling, PhD, Professor of Climatology, Arizona State University, James J.
O&rsquo;Brien, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Meteorology and Oceanography, Florida State University, and Dr. Yuri Izrael,
Science Advisor, President Vladimir Putin, Russia, to name just a few.

Instead of Al Gore, failed journalist turned political hack turned con-man, the conference featured such academic
heavyweights as J. Scott Armstrong, Ph.D., a professor at the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania, an
expert on mathematical forecasting. Dr. Armstrong challenged the Gore to a $10,000.00 wager to see who could more
accurately predict the Earth's temperature over the next 10 years. Gore refused saying he was too busy.

But the biggest news coming out of the conference is the release of a report by the Nongovernmental International Panel
on Climate Change, "Nature, Not Human Activity, Rules the Climate". This report is the most complete, up-to-date,
authoritative summary of peer-reviewed critical positions with respect to &ldquo;Anthropogenic Global Warming&rdquo;
issued to date, and debunks most of the junk science used to spread the global warming hoax.

This scholarly work comes with an introduction from Frederick Seitz, a physicist and past president of the National
Academy of Sciences and of Rockefeller University who passed away on Monday March 3. In the introduction Dr. Seitz
stated; &ldquo;we do not currently have any convincing evidence or observations of significant climate change from other
than natural causes.&rdquo;

"Nature, Not Human Activity, Rules the Climate" should convince all but the most gullible alarmists the hysteria over
global warming is not warranted by science. At the very least it exposes Al Gore&rsquo;s outright lie that "the debate in
the scientific community is over."

However, the challenge will be to get wide circulation of this scientific report. The dinosaur media and charlatans like Al
Gore have a vested interest in spreading misleading, fear-mongering, propaganda, and generating fear among gullible.
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They exploit that fear for personal gain. They don&rsquo;t want the truth to get widespread circulation.

The good news is that as fewer people turn to the old dieing media outlets for their news, turning instead to the new
media for news, the new media outlets are in a position to inform the public of the real science and the findings of the
climate realists.

John Bender is a freelance writer living in Dallas. He is a past staff writer for EtherZone and his columns have appeared
in various publications both print and online.
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